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Introduction 
 
 
Better Futures for Gamblers exists to provide self help materials to gamblers, which 
they then complete with a befriender. The power is in the relationship as much as 
the materials, because ultimately, people help people.  
 
The idea is that the gambler does the online course as self help. Your role is to 
befriend them, and be a sounding board for them to explore issues, giving them 
accountability and encouragement. You will naturally be a source of spiritual 
support, and you may pray for the gambler - if they wish you to do so. 
 
You will need to: 

 Provide a safe place, physically and emotionally 
 Want the best for that person 
 See the person, not the problem 
 Demonstrate God’s mercy and grace 

 
Don’t 

 Do not give or lend money to the gambler, whatever the reason.  
 Do not condemn or criticise the gambler’s decisions, past or present. 
 Don’t build the relationship around the problem; build it around the person.  

 
Do 

 Allow the gambler to bring along a trusted friend or family member if they 
wish to have moral support, as long as they notify you in advance. 

 Equip the gambler to do life better. 
 Anticipate that the gambler may lapse. This is not unusual with any addiction, 

and can even be helpful to people. It does not mean that you have done 
anything wrong. 
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The course – and your part in it 
 
The gambler will already have signed up through our website, and started an online 
course. The course is 12 sessions long, and uses text, videos, and exercises to help 
the gambler.  
 
The course is non-religious, but involves Kingdom principles such as forgiveness. We 
wanted the course to be available and non-threatening to people. Through the 
provision of a befriender from a local church (or chaplaincy), we hope that the 
spiritual impact will be through people rather than the materials themselves. 
 
The spirit behind gambling is that of poverty, lack, greed, boredom, foolishness. We 
want to bring the Kingdom of Heaven into people’s lives – including provision, 
wisdom, and the healing of relationships. 
 
You will meet with the gambler at stage 7 and stage 12, i.e. halfway through and 
then at the end of the course. 
 
The course sessions are built around the analogy of a sea voyage, designed to reflect 
the person’s journey out of gambling addiction:  
 

1. Introduction 
 

2. Taking the helm – designed to show gamblers that they are in control over 
their lives. Whatever their circumstances, they still have choices and are not 
a victim. 

 
3. Mayday, Mayday, Mayday! – this session is where the gambler thinks about 

their distress call. 
 

4. Into the life raft – in this session we encourage the gambler to cut 
themselves adrift from their losses.  
 

5. Perfect storm – there are three factors which empower gambling, which are 
time, money, and opportunities. Cutting off any of these then this helps to 
stop the habit. 
 

6. Safe harbour – here the gambler looks at what has triggered their gambling 
to see if they can identify any patterns. It also aims to help the gambler 
forgive themself.  
 

7. Edge of the map – this is the first session where you will meet with the 
gambler. You will observe them draw a map of their “old world” and through 
dialogue help them see what still needs changing. The gambler will tell you 
how things are going with the following three things: 

 “SEEDS” – Social contact, Exercise, Education, Diet, Sleep 
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 The plan they made in session 4 to cut out the time, money, and 
opportunities available to gamble 

 If they had any lapses since deciding to stop, what they learnt from 
them. 

You will help the gambler think through who they should tell about their 
gambling addiction and to ask for forgiveness from them. 

 
8. Brave new world – This session helps the gambler motivate themself to 

dream again, in the most general terms, through some practical exercises 
such as creating a playlist of songs which motivate them, or writing a letter to 
themselves to remind them why they have decided to stop gambling. 
 

9. Plotting the course – Here the gambler will think in more detail about what it 
is that they love, are great at, what the world needs, and what they can get 
paid for. Something that fulfilled all or most of these would be their “Life’s 
Task”. 
 

10. Preparation for the journey – This session helps the person examine their 
beliefs – whether they are helpful or unhelpful, as well as whether they are 
true or not. The enemy is of course the father of lies, and what we want to 
help people uncover is the lies they have believed, such as “gambling is an 
easy way to make money” or “I’ll never overcome my problems” or “no-one 
loves me”. 
 

11. The challenges ahead – this takes the gambler through a “pre-mortem” – like 
a post-mortem but before any failure. They imagine they have relapsed, and 
then what led them up to that point. This helps them to have “hindsight in 
advance” and hopefully stop those things happening in real life. 
 

12. Launching out! – at this point you will meet the gambler for the second time, 
and it is very much a recap on the second half and indeed everything that has 
happened to date.  

 
 
You will meet the gambler at stage 7and stage 12, i.e. halfway through and then at 
the end of the course. We ask the gambler to do one session per day, so this could 
be the 1 week and 2 week mark if they go quickly.  
 
You should recognise that the client is powerful – they can make choices. Make 
sure you coach them, rather than counsel them. The Holy Spirit is a good 
Counsellor, and your role is to push the choices back to the gambler. The key 
phrase is: “I can see that is a problem for you. What are you going to do about 
that?” 
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Your first meeting with the gambler (session 7) 
 

You should have: 
 A few large sheets of paper (A3 size if possible) and some pens 

 A printed copy of this session’s notes (or downloaded on a tablet or 
computer). 

 

First – build some rapport: 
 
You should: 

 Tell them a bit about you (don’t make it a monologue – it is about them, not 
you).  

 Tell them this first meeting should take between one and two hours 

 Ask for honesty and engagement 

 Go through confidentiality arrangements 
 
In conversation you could ask general questions: 

 Where they are from? 

 What do they do? 

 What family / significant relationships do they have? 

 How long they have been gambling? 

 When did they last gamble? 

 What got them in to gambling in the first place? 

 What are the strengths in their life right now? 
 
After this short introduction, you should do the following three exercises, which 
are reproduced from the course.  
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WHAT DOES YOUR OLD WORLD LOOK LIKE? 
 
Take out a sheet of blank paper. You need to jot down words, phrases, doodles or 
pictures to describe the “landscape” of the Old World you are wanting to leave 
behind, the Old World where gambling has a hold on you and its consequences are 
felt daily. 
 
You may just want to write down single words or short phrases: E.g. Marriage lacks 
trust. Racing heart and anxiety. Savings disappeared. No holidays. Spending time 
away from children. 
 
Or you might find that using imagery of landscapes and maps helps generate 
thoughts (hilly, rocky, steep, parched, arid, wilderness, cultivated, inhabited, 
derelict, etc.): E.g. Rocky marriage, boulders between us, parched relationship with 
children, Money rolling down a steep slope and I can’t catch up with it. 
You should cover the following: 

 Your health - what have the stresses been? What have I been anxious about? 
How have I been sleeping? 

 Your money situation - what debts do you have? Payday loans? Credit / debit 
cards? What have you borrowed from friends or family? What savings have 
you lost? 

 Your relationships - has gambling made you not yourself? Have you been 
angry? Have you become withdrawn? 

 Your work - have you lacked attention to detail? Have you lacked motivation? 
Have you lost your job, or endangered it? 

 Housing - have you gambled rent or mortgage money? Are you under threat 
of eviction? 

 Parenting - if you have children, how much time have you been spending with 
them? What are the quality of relationships? 

 
With your befriender, go through all the areas on your map. Which of these pre-
dated your gambling problem? And which were caused by it? And which have no 
relationship either way to it? Let it sink in, but don't beat yourself up. This is a place 
that you have been “living in” but it is not actually you yourself. You are the one who 
has decided that enough is enough. You are the one who has chosen to be free. 
There is hope. 
 
Out loud say: “This is the world where I have lived. This is a place where…” [fill in with 
phrases from your word-map]. 
E.g. “This was a place there was secrecy from my wife and friends. This was a place 
where there wasn’t enough money.” 
 
Now say, out loud: “Living in this Old World was… [describe how it was, being a 
citizen of your Old World].” 
E.g. “Living in this world was frightening and stressful. There was shouting and 
silence.” 
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Finally, out loud, make a declaration in your own words, such as: “I don’t want to live 
in the Old World any more. I am going to choose somewhere better. I am not a 
gambler anymore!” 
 
Now with your befriender make some plans to address the things in the Old World 
that need changing, apart from gambling. What help will you need to pull in, so that 
you can make changes to your life? 
 
Here are some ideas of who could help you with money problems: 
StepChange - who have an online 20 minute free debt advice, and a national helpline 
- 0800 138 1111 . 
CAP - an award-winning debt charity which has 200 centres nationwide. 
And here are some good sources of support for relationships and parenting: 
Care for the Family - offers relationships, parenting support, and bereavement 
support across the UK. 
For relationships with partners you could also seek help from Relate - covering the 
UK except Scotland – www.relate.org.uk; or Relationships Scotland–
 www.relationships-scotland.org.uk. 
 
 
HOW THINGS ARE GOING 
 
There are three things to talk about with your befriender. 
 
ONE 
Initially we introduced the concept of S.E.E.D.S. to you. Do you remember it? It 
stands for Social contact, Exercise, Education, Diet, and Sleep. How are you doing 
with all of these things? Have you changed anything yet? If not, what will you 
change? 
 
TWO 
In session 5 you made a plan to disempower gambling by starving it of its power. 
Gambling is disempowered when you don't have time to gamble, when you don't 
allow yourself access to money, and when you actively steer clear of opportunities. 
Talk about it with your Befriender. How is it going? What refinements do you need 
to make? 
 
THREE 
Have you had any lapses since your decision to stop gambling? If so, what have you 
learnt from them? 

 
 
IDENTIFY WHO YOU WILL TELL 
 
With your befriender, identify who else you need to tell about your gambling 
addiction. Make sure you have a purpose for telling them. What would the purpose 
be? So that you can get ongoing support, so that they can hold you accountable. 

https://www.stepchange.org/
https://capuk.org/
https://www.careforthefamily.org.uk/
http://www.relate.org.uk/
http://www.relationships-scotland.org.uk/
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When we talk about accountability it sounds like something which could hold you 
back. It is that, of course, but we recommend telling people who will hold you 
accountable to a better life, not to not doing something. 
 
Basically - if you always are asked how you're doing with not gambling, you're 
reminded about gambling all the time. If, instead, they ask you how you're feeling 
and what great things you're doing with your time, and what you are looking 
forward to in the future, then this is likely to naturally make you forget about 
gambling and focus on positive things. 
 
We recommend that you always tell your spouse or partner. It is fruitless keeping 
secrets from them. They might know you gamble, but often don't know the whole 
story. It is likely that you will need to ask their forgiveness. 
 
Next, we look at how are you going to tell them. 
 

 
PLAN OUT HOW YOU WILL TELL THEM 
 
Open brave communication is vital as you step into this level of vulnerability and 
honesty. You need to practise how you are going to tell the key people in your life. 
Work through the steps below with your befriender before you talk to your chosen 
person. It will give you time to work out what to say. 
 

1. This is what I have done [the gambling problem with specifics] 
 

2. This is the pain I believe I have caused [to you, to others, to myself] 
 

3. This is how I feel, knowing that I have hurt you in this way 
 

4. This is my plan to make sure I don’t do it again [share the help you are 
already getting through Better Futures for Gamblers, the steps you have 
already taken, the difference it is already making] 

 
5. I am sorry. Please forgive me 

 
You should also consider whether your befriender could accompany you when you 
tell your key people, if it is appropriate. This could be a source of moral support, and 
an assurance for the other person that you are serious in addressing your gambling 
problem. 
 
What if they do not forgive? You cannot control whether they forgive you or not. 
Again, your befriender could help them with the issues they will face in dealing with 
this knowledge and your request for forgiveness. 
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Pray for them 
 
Finally, ask the gambler if they would like prayer. If they do not want prayer you 
must respect this. 
 
If they would like prayer, then explain what you will do (eg they should close their 
eyes to prevent distractions, and maybe they would find it useful to adopt an open 
posture to God with their hands open in front of them).  
 
Then pray, focusing on: 

 Asking for God’s forgiveness 

 declaring hope over them;  

 praying for anything specific which has emerged from today’s session. 
 
 
 

Close  
 
Thank them for coming. Arrange a time and place for your second meeting. It would 
help if you can be in touch in the interim to encourage them.  
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Session 12 
 

You should have: 
 A printed copy of these session notes (or downloaded on a tablet or 

computer) 
 

First – build rapport again: 
 
You should: 

 Tell them this meeting should take between one and two hours 

 Remind them of confidentiality arrangements 
 
In conversation you could ask general questions such as: 

 How have you been doing since I last saw you? 
 
After this short introduction, you should go through the following exercises, which 
are reproduced from the course.  
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TEN TIPS FROM TEN SESSIONS 
 
You have now done 10 sessions and learnt a number of things. Here is one tip from 
each session: 
 
1. You are at the helm. You are not a victim. 
2. Remember to plant S.E.E.D.S for yourself: Social Contact, Exercise, Education, Diet, 
and Sleep 
3. You've failed but you're not a failure. Your losses are gone. That money is gone. 
Stop chasing it. 
4. If you deny gambling your time, money, and opportunities, then you disempower 
it 
5. Forgive yourself - don't beat yourself up 
6. You need forgiveness from others, where you have hurt them by your gambling 
7. The measure of hope you have will determine how difficult it is for you to lose 
hope. Dream, because in dreaming you sow hope. 
8. You need to find your Life's Task - where you are a round peg in a round hole 
9. Our beliefs about a situation are often unconnected to the truth of the situation. 
We often continue in our beliefs when quite easily we could change the situation. 
10. Renewing your purpose will involve taking risks. What risks will you be willing to 
take? 
 
Read these out together and comment on any which have been helpful. 
 

 
YOUR LIFE'S TASK 
 
What is your Life's Task? You looked at this in Session 8 - "Plotting the course" - and 
you thought about the "four circles": 

 What you love 
 What you're great at 
 What the world needs 
 What you can get paid for 

Remember that you don't always need all four circles; you might not get paid for 
something but still love to do it and be great at it. Interestingly often businesses start 
from people being good at hobbies though so don't rule it out! 
 
Now review with your Befriender what you feel your Life's Task might be (refer back 
to your big sheet of paper from Session 8). Perhaps they can help you make 
connections with relevant people, or arrange regular meetings to coach and 
encourage you? 
 
Maybe you feel like your Life's Task has been and gone. Maybe you feel old or 
disqualified? For instance, perhaps you feel like you were made to be in the army 
but now you're too old, or your eyesight isn't good enough.  
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What can you do to get close to it? Maybe in this example you could join a historical 
re-enactment society and become a WWII soldier; maybe you could volunteer at an 
army museum? 
 
Or work out what it is about the army that excites you - is it the strategy? The 
regalia? The physical exercise? The big toys like tanks? Can you meet this desire in 
different ways? Always remember, you can still do something. 
 
Doing your Life's Task will require taking risks. These might not be physical risks like 
jumping out of a plane. But there will always be some risk. It might be as simple as 
you teaching young people about addiction; it might be an emotional risk, a risk 
someone will laugh at you or not understand. 
 
Now discuss with your befriender what good risks you will be taking in order to fulfil 
your Life's Task. 
 
 
YOUR BELIEFS 
 
You have written out your beliefs - beliefs about gambling and money, about 
yourself, and about how this journey will turn out. 
Review with your befriender how helpful these beliefs are: 

 Which will you throw overboard? 

 What new beliefs do you need to take on board? 
 
 
 
YOUR "PRE MORTEM" 
 
You did a "pre mortem" - imagining that anything that could go wrong had gone 
wrong, and you were back in your gambling addiction again. 
 
What can your befriender do to help you, so that this does not become real? 
 
Agree now with your befriender how you will keep in touch with them for support. 
 
 
 
YOU'VE FINISHED 
 
Well done. You have now finished the course! 
You can come back to the course whenever you want for the next year, if you need 
to be reminded of the principles we have taught you. 
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Pray for them 
 
Finally, ask the gambler if they would like prayer. Do not assume that because they 
wanted prayer last time, that they will want it again, or vice versa . If they do not 
want prayer you must respect this. 
 
If they would like prayer, then explain what you will do (eg they should close their 
eyes to prevent distractions, they may find it useful to adopt an open posture to God 
with their hands open in front of them).  
 
Then pray, focusing on: 

 Asking God to help remind them that they are no longer a gambler; the lies 
and ties that bound them have been revealed and no longer apply.  

 Ask God to show them His will for the rest of their life 
 

 

Close  
 
Ask them:  

 What can they do to ensure their motivation remains strong? 

 Do they want you to keep in touch with them? If so, how often and how? 
 
If appropriate you could: 

 Invite the gambler to social occasions which the church might be running 
 Invite the gambler to any courses the church might be running which might 

interest them 
 If the gambler is a Christian, you could invite them to a church service  

 
. 
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Practical points 
 

Who should meet with the gambler? 
 
We suggest considering two people from the church to meet with the gambler; this 
enables a safe environment as it minimises the potential for perceived abuse. It also 
means that, for example, one person at a time can keep time and observe, and the 
other can focus on the interaction with the gambler. We have however had churches 
run it with one person before, with no reported problems. 
 
It is not necessary to have any knowledge of gambling in order to deliver this course. 
However if there is anyone with previous experience of addiction (gambling or 
otherwise), then this may help the gambler to relate to them, and may add value 
from the gambler’s perspective. 
 

Where should we meet the gambler? 
 
This can be determined on a case-by-case basis. Examples may be in a church office 
or hall, in the gambler’s home, in a neutral venue, or at the pastor’s home. It is 
critical that both the gambler and church volunteers mutually agree the place. Issues 
of security, comfort, and privacy must be paramount, along with ensuring the 
gambler engages in the process.  
 

What do you expect in terms of governance? 
 
The church should have in place suitable and sufficient policies and procedures 
around the following areas, and apply these to all volunteers and staff: 

1. Safeguarding 
2. Disclosure and Barring Service checks (formerly CRB) 
3. Health and Safety 
4. Lone working (where applicable) 
5. Confidentiality and Data Protection 
6. Equality and diversity 

 

What should we do if they lapse? 
 

1. Reassure the person that lapses are common when recovering from an 
addiction. 

2. Communicate to them verbally and non-verbally that there is no shame in 
lapsing. 

3. A lapse does not mean they are returning to their old life. Lapse is a learning 
experience if they will let it be one. 

4. Remind them of their new identity. They are not a gambler any more.  
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Appendix  
 
S.E.E.D.S (for use in session 7) 
 
One thing that will keep you safe in the coming days and weeks is the S.E.E.D.S. of a 
better future. Choose to grow these and you will find that life becomes more 
manageable, whatever the wind and waves are doing to your life raft. 
 
Social contact 
1. Make a weekly date to have fun, and keep it 
2. Tell your befriender about the situation. Ask them to call on you regularly at times 
of your choosing and set the times up. 
3. Tell them your feelings, and ask for support, not advice 
4. Get involved in your community - volunteer 
 
Exercise 
1. Exercise can be great at de-stressing. 
2. Even a gentle walk or doing some gardening gets you fresh air 
3. Find a special, peaceful place to go to which relaxes you, eg a Cathedral, a park, 
etc 
 
Education 
1. Make a list of things you are grateful for, every day for a week 
2. Learn to recognize your moods, and to tell people what you need from them. 
3. If you need to, make a doctor’s appointment and tell them about how it is 
affecting your mental and physical health 
4. Find out more about problem gambling and ways people have overcome it. 
5. Continue with this course. 
 
Diet 
1. Ensure you keep eating. Don’t fast from eating. 
2. Eat healthy foods like fruit and vegetables (even baked beans). 
3. Cook, rather than buy processed foods. 
4. Don’t let stress make you overeat either – this problem can be overcome, and 
eating more (or the wrong kinds of food) will not help. 
5. Eat regular, balanced meals. 
6. Make mealtimes a family event at least once or twice a week. 
7. Don’t drink alcohol or take drugs to medicate yourself. See a doctor if you think it 
will help. 
 
Sleep 
1. Go to bed and get up at regular times 
2. Go to sleep half an hour earlier than you would normally – this should give you 
more energy 
 
 


